Easy to learn, enjoyable to practice and
powerful to use, MindScape opens doors
to positive change. Among its many
benefits and applications, MindScape...
 Enhances creativity

and imagination
 Heightens the powers

of intuition
 Opens new levels of

awareness
 Promotes relaxation

and reduces stress
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Your facilitator will be Kris Attard from Malta,
senior instructor of Mindscape. Kris
conducts personal development and
specialised workshops around the world; he
has been teaching for almost 20 years and in
17 countries. His audiences have ranged
from public to therapists, athletes and
business people. Kris has been involved in
the study and practice of mind dynamics for
many years, and his background includes
N L P, s y s t e m s t h i n k i n g , g e s t a l t
psychotherapy, energy medicine and
philosophy. He is a certified instructor of
BioGeometry and teacher of Sacred
Geometry; practitioner of the BodyTalk
System; and instructor of the Six thinking
Hats. For several years, Kris worked as a
creative ideas man and writer in the
marketing field, with award‐winning
campaigns to his credit. He is the author of
the Mindscape Manual with other books in
preparation.

 Improves memory

and learning ability
 Advances personal

development

FORTHCOMING MINDSCAPE WORKSHOPS IN EUROPE

 Develops mental abilities

to their fullest
MindScape is suitable for anyone, any
age; no previous experience is required.
A comprehensive manual is supplied in
the weekend workshop.

Tel: (+356) 2137 2681 / 9944 4106
krisattard@yahoo.com

www.awarenessworkshops.com

Activate your mind s potential
Develop outstanding mental skills

Enhance creativity and intuition
Open new levels of awareness

Know yourself and others better

What is MindScape?

How does MindScape work?

MindScape is a dynamic weekend workshop that leads
participants to open the powerful latent intuitive
powers of the mind, learning techniques to tap into this
resource at will. It has been taught successfully for
many years around the world, and as countless
participants can attest, the benefits are immense.
Clients have included:

The principle of MindScape is a simple but highly
effective one. There is a particular state of mind that is
more conducive to creativity and intuition than the
normal brain function to which we tend to restrict
ourselves. Down the ages, techniques were known for
utilizing this state, although they often tended to be
kept secret. Renowned geniuses such as Mozart,
Edison, Tesla and Einstein were also known to use ways
of accessing this productive state in order to originate
their ideas and work. The principle is a time‐tested one
that produces tangible results.

‐ people from all walks of life who have found
MindScape to be extremely powerful in expanding
their horizons and opening new possibilities

The vast power of the mind how effectively are you using
it in your life?
The fact is that most of us use only a fraction of our
mind’s capabilities, simply because we have not
been trained to do otherwise. But why plod through
life with a pocket calculator, when we have a super‐
computer that can enable us to do more, do it faster
and do it more effectively?
MindScape enables you to get more out of life by
unleashing the power of the most wonderful asset
we possess ‐ the creative and intuitive mind.
By training these faculties of the mind, we can
achieve so much more than we ever thought
possible.

‐ therapists, healthcare workers and other groups who
work with people, who have used the great intuitive
inter‐personal skills to which MindScape opens the
practitioner. BodyTalk Practitioners, for instance, can
take their techniques to a new dimension that includes
deeper insights and distance treatments.
‐ business people, who find the methods extremely
effective in enhancing creative thinking and intuition
within the ranks of their executive and management
teams. Clients have in fact included some of the world’s
top companies.
‐ professional athletes, who use MindScape as a superb
framework for their mental training programs.

You possess the most powerful tool in existence ‐
the brain. Now it’s time to learn to use it to your
advantage in a more powerful way than ever
before.

Today, a MindScape workshop is the easiest way to
learn and acquire this ability for life. The workshop
teaches you to tap into this powerful state at will, as
well as create parameters that enable you to open new
levels of awareness through intuitive skills you never
thought possible.
In a time when we continue to diminish how much of
our brain’s resources we actually use, MindScape offers
us a way to expand our horizons, increase mental
abilities and achieve more success.

